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One year ago yesterday, Arcelor and Mittal Steel agreed their merger. The uproar which preceded it had 

triggered all sorts of horror scenarios. Summing up the general tone, Michel Rocard, the former French Prime 
minister, wrote in February 2006 that ‘the European Union should be able to ban any outside group from making 
bids on its territory’, adding that ‘it is a question of survival’. Now, a first stock-taking exercise is in order.    

The merger created a giant, one of the largest industrial companies in Europe by any measure, with a market 
value of €65 billion, 320,000 employees, and factories in 27 countries. It is three times as big as its nearest rival, 
and has a market share of around 25% on the three key markets of Western Europe, North America and South 
America. It has also managed to stay nimble: despite the size of the merged entity, the ‘deal machine’ is still 
running on full power, as evidenced by the recent purchase of Mexico’s Sicartsa and the rumoured interest in 
Vallourec, a steel tube-maker.   

The big fears at the time of the stock market battle have not materialised so far. The Mittals have not proved 
to be third-world asset-strippers, thus giving the lie to those French business leaders which had use such 
inelegant language as to ‘monkey money’ (Arcelor’s former CEO Guy Dollé) and ‘the grammar of business’ 
(Finance Minister Thierry Breton). Lakshmi Mittal and his son Aditya have demonstrated that they are 
formidable strategists with a high level of professionalism. There has been no industrial melt-down. Rather than 
speeding it up, ArcelorMittal has rather slowed the rate of closure of factories scheduled by Arcelor in 2003. The 
drive for profits does not seem so far to have led to underinvestment in factories. In some parts of the world there 
are still very serious safety issues (in Kazakhstan an explosion killed 41 miners in 2006), but the numbers 
published by the group point to a gradual improvement.  

The Mittal family has not grabbed everything for itself. Whatever the outcome of the ongoing shareholder 
campaign fighting the conditions of Arcelor’s squeeze-out, the market has done its job, forcing Mittal to increase 
its initial bid for Arcelor in January 2006 by 45%, to adopt proper governance, to agree to the reduction of its 
holding to only 45% in the merged entity, then to pay off handsomely the minority shareholders of its Brazilian 
subsidiaries.  

The Indians have not monopolised all the levers. There is surely no doubt as to who is the boss: Aditya 
Mittal does not mince his words when saying that ‘the power is in London’, where the family lives. But 
ArcelorMittal’s executive committee board has an absolute majority of continental Europeans (13 out of 25, of 
which five are French) alongside eight Indians, two Americans, a Brit and a Brazilian. Finally, the stock price 
has kept a strong momentum, virtually doubling in the last 12 months, a solid performance even compared with 
its competitors in the booming steel industry. Although the synergies vaunted by the group should perhaps be 
taken with a pinch of salt, there has been no hint of value destruction.  

Now, there remains the symbolic issue. Has Europe ‘lost’ its steelmaking industry? As recently as 28 March 
in Lille, then-presidential candidate Nicolas Sarkozy spoke of ‘the waste with Arcelor, which was flogged off on 
the cheap’. But the bidding showed the ambiguity of the ‘us versus them’ rhetoric applied to strategies in such a 
globalised market. Even with government support, Guy Dollé failed to make the point that Arcelor would be 
better off staying alone. He then called for help from Russia’s Alexei Mordachov. Just as the concept of a 
‘national’ steel industry became obsolete in the 1950s, it is now looking the same way about the notion of a 
‘continental’ industry. Mittal senior and Mittal junior, residing in Europe, origins in Asia and eyes on America, 
epitomise globalisation today. They are building a group of which not only the markets and the assets but also 
the management and the roots are spread over the four corners of the world. Can such a ‘world company’ be 
better than national or regional ones? And will Arcelor’s oft-praised innovation capacity be sharpened or dulled 
by the venture?  

One year is too short a time to tell. To form an opinion, we will have to await turns in the cycle of the stock 
market of the steel market. But initial evidence leaves room for cautious optimism.  
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